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Capt. Bette J. Barto
4th Tac. Hospital
SEYMOUR-JOHNSON AFB.
N. Carolina

Mr. & Mrs. H. E. Harris
1717 Highland Avenue
Knoxville 16
Tennessee
Wednesday 11 a.m.
1 Feb. 61.

Dear Mom and Daddy,

Just a short note to say Hi!

I started cleaning in today for duty. I was through by noon, and the Chief Nurse very kindly gave me the afternoon off to do odds and ends. I start to work at 1130 tomorrow for sure, as charge nurse on the surgical ward. I'm very pleased, so far. Everyone has been marvelous to me.

I got your letter today, Mom — my first at Supreme — looked good!

I'm including a $50.00 Money Order, Mom, for deposit on my Savings account. This will take the place of my February bonds since I am changing my name on it and it takes a month to get it going. So you should receive one for Jan. or Feb. not again until March. If you get confused about it, let me know.

Ray and I hope to save something each month for the Savings account, but, as yet, we can't estimate what it is going to cost us to live.

We are now #4 on the housing list and hope we move up fast. At least no one can push us ahead of us now that we are on the "Frozen List." Keep all fingers crossed.

Ray's Christmas suit arrived from Libya today and I'm just sick. It was too short in the sleeve, hoses and seat — can't understand the误差 because this plain jacket was from the same measurements and fits perfectly. I hope to sell it to someone here and get the suit another later to avoid mailing it back. I am so disappointed for it is a
lovely suit.

Ray is definitely and finally transfer-
red to 334th F.B. Aden so you can
write him at either address now. He is still
a flight commander and has to 197's waiting
for him so we're glad of that. I have to
move him a new blue and white
varsity new. to replace his red & white
don't do it all.

Well, I don't have much to write this
day. We haven't done too much since
I wrote you last. Ray invited me to
go out for dinner and Bingo, but he may
have changed his mind
by the time he comes home from
work. If he gets in front of the TV set,
it's hard to drag him outdoors again. I
don't care though, because my little
apartment is still new enough to keep
me occupied at home! It's really quite
comfortable in spite of all the junk
we have.

I'll stop and get off a letter to Fort Sam
about my bank account name change!

Marc Calde

Love u.

Beck

Ray said to send his love, too.